
Naturalistic Control of Conversation by 
Meal: Induction of Attentive Listening 
Attitude through Uneven Meal 
Distribution in Co-dining

Abstract 
Having a meal with conversation is regarded to have 
good effects. However, all the existing research 
assumed that all the participants have meals, whereas 
this assumption is not always true in reality. 
Conversation often takes place where a part of the 
participants have meals. To better understand co-dining 
conversation, we should also pay attention to this 
uneven meal distribution setting. Thus this research 
investigated face-to-face dyadic conversation on 
uneven meal distribution setting, focused on the 
difference between the participant with meal and the 
one without meal in particular. Conversation scenes 
that one participant has a meal were videotaped, and 
questionnaires were asked to fill out. From the analysis, 
it was found that attentive listening was often likely to 
emerge in uneven meal distribution setting. 
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Introduction
Co-dining is considered to be useful not only for taking 
nutrition but for interpersonal communication [1]. 
Recently, a few studies on interpersonal communication 
during co-dining have been conducted accordingly 
[2][3]. However in the real world co-dining with all 
family members together get decreased [4]. We have 
more difficulty to have co-dining due to factors such as 
geographical distance or chronological distance [5]. For 
example, a father sometimes works at distant or a son 
and/or a daughter often live distant to go to university. 
Even more usual dining may be “uneven co-dining,” 
which is depicted in the following scenario. A husband 
gets back home late in the evening after other family 
members’ dining. The wife offers a meal for him and 
she takes seat on the same dining table, and then they 
have conversation when he eats. Another scenario may 
be like this. Two persons who are friend with each 
other plan to meet at a restaurant. The person who 
comes earlier waits for the other person while eating. 
When the other person comes they start talking but the 
person who came earlier finishes dish earlier. 
Thereafter they continue talking with only one person 
eating.

This way such uneven co-dining and conversation 
during uneven co-dining seems very common, but 
conversation in this setting has never been studied. We 
investigated the conversation in this setting, dyadic 
conversation in particular as this is the most basic form 
in uneven co-dining setting. 

This paper is composed of five sections. Brief literature 
review is given in the section 2. After the illustration of 
uneven co-dining experiment, the results of video 
observation and questionnaire are described. The 
discussion section interprets the results. 

Related Work 
Co-dining conversation 
Among even young people today in their 20’s who often 
eat individually in their daily life, they still have strong 
desire to eat together and have conversation. They 
answered “conversation” to the questionnaire of the 
most common purpose of having meal [6].  

Asymmetry of talkativeness between participants tends 
to decrease in co-dining conversation between three 
participants [2]. Participants in co-dining conversation 
dynamically plan the next actions according to their 
situation on turn taking [3]. 

All the existing studies on co-dining conversation 
assumed all the participants equally have meals. In 
contract, our study focused on the situation where part 
of the participants has meal.  

Co-dining support system 
CoDine is a synchronous remote communication system 
while co-dining [7]. However having meal together with 
remote person is not very easy. KIZUNA is an 
asynchronous remote communication system by 
exchanging video messages while dining [5]. This tries 
to slack the constraint of having meal together in 
realtime, but the system still needs both participants 
have meals.  
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Figure 1. Scene of the experiment.

Uneven Co-dining Experiment 
We conducted an experimental study of dyadic face-to-
face conversation where only one participant was given 
a meal. The experiment was videotaped and a 
questionnaire was filled out by the participants. 

22 university students participated in 11 pairs of friends. 
The participants took part in both meal side and non-
meal side, of which experienced orders were balanced. 
The scene of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. The 
participants talked freely until the meal was finished. 

Result 
Video Observation 
Verbal behaviors in the middle five minutes of the 
sessions for all the participants and for the both 
conditions were analyzed using a video annotation tool. 
Verbal behaviors were categorized as speech, response, 
laugh, complement, anticipation, and silence. 

Utterance frequency is shown in Figure 2. The 
differences between meal and non-meal conditions 
were significant in speech (z=2.745, p=0.006) and 

response (z=3.046, p=0.002) with Wilcoxon signed 
rank test. 

Utterance length is shown in Figure 3. The differences 
between meal and non-meal conditions were significant 
in silence (z=2.451, p=0.014) with Wilcoxon signed 
rank test. 

Figure 2. Utterance frequency.  

Figure 3. Utterance length.  
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Questionnaire 
Answers to the questionnaire with rating scale method 
were obtained for subjective evaluation. Seven-point 
Likert scale, where strong disagree to 1 to strong agree 
to 7,was applied to 28 question items on verbal 
behavior, nonverbal behavior, conversation, and dining 
experience. The order of question items was 
randomized every time.  

The question items and the average scores for the 
conditions are in Table 1. As shown, 7 items were 
significantly different and 2 items were marginally 
different between the conditions.  

“I spoke frequently” was higher in the non-meal 
condition (z=2.132, p=0.033). “My speech was short” 
was higher in the meal condition (z=2.486, p=0.013). 
“I tried to speak often” was higher in the non-meal 
condition (z=2.15, p=0.032). “I tried to speak shortly” 
was higher in the meal condition (z=2.039, p=0.041). 
“I tried to speak after the other participant” was 
marginally higher in the meal condition (z=1.865, 
p=0.062). “I often looked my hands” was higher in the 
meal condition (z=3.721, p=0). “I often looked the 
other’s face” was higher in the non-meal condition 
(z=2.444, p=0.015). “I often looked the other’s hands” 
was higher in the non-meal condition (z=3.78, p=0). “I 
tried to avoid silence” was marginally higher in the non-
meal condition (z=1.952, p=0.051). 

Discussion 
In this uneven meal distribution setting, it was found 
that the participant without meal spoke more 
frequently from the video observation. This is in 
accordance with the questionnaire result that “I spoke 
frequently” and “I tried to speak often” were higher in 

non-meal condition. These indicate that a non-dining 
person tends to speak more than a dining person both 
consciously and unconsciously.  

It was also found that silence was longer in a dining 
person. This is in accordance with the questionnaire 
result that “My speech was short” and “I tried to speak 
shortly” were lower in non-meal condition, and “I tried 
to avoid silence” was marginally higher in non-meal 
condition. These also indicate that a non-dining person 
tends to speak more than a dining person both 
consciously and unconsciously. 

Meanwhile, it was found that a dining person responded 
more frequently. A dining person answered marginally 
higher in the question item “I tried to speak after the 
other participant.” These indicate that a dining person 
tends to respond to the other while dining. 

This experiment revealed that when only one side has a 
meal, a non-dining person is more likely to be a 
speaker and a dining person is more likely to be a 
listener. This indicates that uneven meal distribution in 
co-dining induces attentive listening attitude.  

When you would like the other person to listen to your 
story, you can have him/her to dine. In the example 
introduced early in this paper, a wife has her husband 
dine and she starts talking. The husband listens 
attentively, which is comfortable as he dines at the 
same time. She can talk what she would like. The 
person she talks to is there in front of her and he looks 
listening. She gets responses and no criticism. They can 
be satisfied with this asymmetric conversation naturally 
controlled by meal.  
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Average score test
No Question Meal Non-meal
1 I spoke frequently 4.82 5.41 **
2 My speech was short 4.36 3.27 **
3 My silence was short 4.91 4.86
4 Turn-taking was frequent 4.64 4.59
5 I tried to speak often 4.09 5.14 **
6 I tried to speak shortly 3.32 2.59 **
7 I tried to avoid long silence 3.91 4.50
8 I tried to speak after the other participant 4.14 3.41 *
9 Start of speech was often in collision 2.27 2.59
10 I often looked my hands 5.27 2.18 ***
11 I often looked the other’s face 4.45 5.27 **
12 I often looked the other’s hands 1.82 4.55 ***
13 I enjoyed conversation 5.86 6.05
14 Conversation was easy 5.18 5.23
15 I could hear the other’s voice well 5.82 5.95
16 I think my voice could be heard well 5.59 5.23
17 I enjoyed meal 5.32
18 Having meal was easy 4.91
19 The other’s meal disturbed conversation 3.27
20 I often looked the other’s meal 4.64
21 I paid attention to the progress of meal 3.50 3.36
22 I could say what I wanted to say 5.64 5.82
23 I tried to avoid silence 3.68 4.36 *
24 Conversation was cooperative 5.27 4.82
25 We had good mood 5.91 5.77
26 My behavior was natural 5.45 5.30
27 The selected topic was good for conversation 5.70 4.75
28 The conversation topic was interesting 6.00 5.80

*: p < 0.1, **: p<0.05, ***: p<0.01
Table 2. Questionnaire result. 
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